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Abstract In practice, many applications require a dimensionality reduction method to deal with the partially labeled problem. In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction framework, which can efficiently handle the unlabeled data. Under the framework, several classical methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), maximum margin criterion (MMC), locality preserving projections (LPP) and their corresponding kernel versions can be seen as special cases. For high-dimensional data, we can give a low-dimensional embedding result for both discriminating multi-class sub-manifolds and preserving local manifold structure. Experiments show that our algorithms can significantly improve the accuracy rates of the corresponding supervised and unsupervised approaches. Key words: Dimensionality Reduction, Discriminant Analysis, Manifold Analysis, Semi-Supervised Learning
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Introduction



In pattern recognition and machine learning fields, many applications, such as appearance-based image recognition and document categorization, face the high dimensional problem. Finding a low-dimensional representation of the high-dimensional data is a basic task. Using the reduced features, classification can be much faster and more robust [1]. Thus, some dimensionality reduction ∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86-10-627-96-872; Fax: +86-10-627-86-911. Email address: [email protected] (Yangqiu Song).
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approaches have been developed [1–5]. For unsupervised methods, e.g. principal component analysis (PCA) [4] and locality preserving projections (LPP) [1], the low-dimensional representation should discover the structure information of data point cloud. For supervised classification problem, e.g. linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] and maximum margin criterion (MMC) [3], the reduced low-dimensional features should contain most discriminative information based on the labeled data.



In general, we should have sufficient data samples to realize dimensionality reduction task. For classification, this means that a large amount of labeled data are required. However, labeling work is both time consuming and costly. Conversely, we can obtain many unlabeled data in the real world. For instance, images can be easily obtained from the Internet, or from a digital camera for surveillance or web chatting. Consequently, semi-supervised dimensionality reduction is useful when we have only partially labeled data.



In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction framework. Based on the relationship between regularized discriminant analysis and regularized least-squares, we add a regularization term to the original criteria of LDA and MMC. The regularization term is based on the prior knowledge provided by both labeled and unlabeled data, and can be constructed using graph Laplacian [6]. This framework can be naturally generalized to the corresponding kernel version using the kernel trick [7]. Moreover, there are several advantages to be highlighted.



• Our methods can discover the sub-manifold structure of each class, and then embed discriminated sub-manifolds into a global coordinate system with a lower-dimensionality. • It is easy to do semi-supervised induction, which means to handle the new test data out of the observed data set. • Due to a more general view of our algorithms, many classical methods, such as PCA, LDA, MMC, LPP and their corresponding kernel versions can be seen as special cases under a unified framework.



The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the basic idea of two discriminant analysis methods LDA and MMC. Section 3 introduces the relationship between discriminant analysis and the least-squares classifier. In Section 4 and 5, we present both the linear and kernel versions of our framework. In Section 6, we discuss some related algorithms which can be seen under a unified framework. Experiments are given in Section 7. Finally we conclude in Section 8. 2
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LDA and MMC



In this section, we first review the classical methods LDA and MMC. We denote xi ∈ Rd (i = 1, 2, ..., l) as a d-dimensional input point in highdimensional space and yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., c} as the corresponding class label, where l is the total number of the training data and c is the number of classes. Moreover, we denote li as the number of data in class i. Supervised discriminative methods try to find a linear transformation that minimizes the within-class scatter and maximizes the between-class scatter simultaneously. The within-class scatter matrix Sw and the between-class scatter matrix Sb are defined as: lj c X X



Sw = Sb =



j=1 i=1 c X



j=1



(xi − mj )(xi − mj )T



lj (mj − m)(mj − m)T



(1) (2)



Pl



j xi (j = 1, 2, ..., c) is the mean of the samples in class j where mj = l1j i=1 P l 1 and m = l i=1 xi is the mean of all the samples. Moreover, we can define the mixture scatter matrix of all the samples as:



Sm =



l X i=1



(xi − m)(xi − m)T = Sb + Sw .



(3)



The supervised discriminant analysis methods finally find a linear transformation W : Rd → Rm , where W ∈ Rd×m . Then the original high-dimensional data point x is transformed into a low-dimensional vector: z = WT x. For LDA, the projection matrix W∗ is learned by solving the following optimization problem: W∗ = arg max d×m W∈R



|WT Sb W| . |WT Sw W|



(4)



The solution to this optimization problem is the eigenvectors corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues of S−1 w Sb [8]. For MMC, the projection matrix W∗ is learned by another optimization problem:   T tr W (S (5) W∗ = arg max b − λSw )W d×m W∈R WT W=I



where tr(WT Sw W) measures the sum of variances of individual classes, and tr(WT Sb W) measures the variance of the class mean vectors. This criterion 3



can be explained as maximizing the “average margin” between pairwise classes while preserving the within-class scatters [3]. The constraint WT W = I makes MMC avoid suffering from the small sample size (SSS) problem. Note that original MMC directly set λ = 1. Here we add a parameter to balance this two variances.
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Relation to Least-Squares



3.1 Least-Squares Solution Least-squares (LS) is an efficient method to solve regression problems and can be extended to classification. For binary classification problem, we define the label as y ∈ {1, −1}. If we assume that the data have a zero mean m = 0, the optimal solutions to LS and LDA have the same direction but different scales: w∗LS = arg min ky − XT wk22 (6) ∗ ⇒ Sw (µw∗LS ) = ηLDA Sb (µw∗LS )



where X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xl ), y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yl ). w∗LS is a d-dimensional vector which is the optimal solution to LS problem. Then the optimal solution to LDA w∗LDA is equivalent to µw∗LS where µ is a scale factor. This also means the optimal solution to LS algorithm has the same direction as the one to unconstrained MMC (note that unconstrained MMC has fixed the parameter λ). For multi-class case, the relationship between LDA and LS has also been discussed. Under a mild condition, the LDA for multi-class classification is also equivalent to the one-vs-rest multi-class LS algorithm [9,10]. 3.2 Regularization Both LS and LDA algorithms encounter the ill-posed problems when data size is small. In this case, the within-class scatter matrix Sw is singular for LDA, and the mixture scatter matrix Sm is also poorly conditioned. This can be solved by adding a regularization term to the original objective function. For LS, the Tikhonov regularization is used [11]: min tr((Y − XT W)T (Y − XT W)) + λtr(WT W)



(7)



where Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y l )T and W = (w1 , w2 , ..., wc ). The regularized leastsquares (RLS) can also be interpreted as introducing some prior knowledge 4



into the algorithm. The second term in (7) constrains the norm of projection vector should not be too large in the Euclidean space. This knowledge is not learned by algorithm, but added by human. For regularized LDA (RLDA), the objective function is [10,12,13]: max



|WT Sb W| . |WT (Sw + λI)W|



(8)



In the recently developed work [10], it has been proven that the solutions of (7) and (8) are connected by a PCA operation. Moreover, MMC gives even stronger prior knowledge, i.e. the projection vectors must be orthonormal. It is equivalent to finding the following leastsquares solution: W∗ = arg min tr((Y − XT W)T (Y − XT W)). T



(9)



W W=I



By denoting Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y c ) and introducing the Lagrangian, we have: L(wj , ηj ) = ky j − XT wj k22 + ηj (kwj k22 − 1) j = 1, ..., c.



(10)



The solution to this objective function plus a PCA operation may lead to the following MMC solution: (Sb − λSw )w∗j = ηj∗ w∗j



j = 1, ..., c



(11)



where ηj∗ ’s are the eigenvalues of Sb − λSw and the w∗j ’s are the corresponding eigenvectors. Thus we can see that stronger prior WT W = I leads to a more specifical solution, where the regularization parameters can be efficiently computed. Different binary classifier (one of the one-against-rest problems) can use different regularization force. This is reasonable since the data may be very imbalance.
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Semi-Supervised Dimensionality Reduction



In the semi-supervised problem, we only have partially labeled observed examples D = {X, Y}. We suppose there are l labeled points and u unlabeled points. Then, the observed input points can be written as X = (XL , XU ), where XL = (x1 , x2 , ..., xl ) and XU = (xl+1 , xl+2 , ..., xl+u ). Each point x ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional vector. The label matrix is Y = YL = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y l )T . 5



4.1 Semi-Supervised Regularization Framework We introduce the regularization framework for least-squares in the binary classification case: min f ∈F



Z



X×Y



(y − f (x))2 dp(x, y) + λ1 ||f ||2T + λ2 ||f ||2M



(12)



where ||f ||2T is the Tikhonov regularization term in function space, and ||f ||2M is the regularization term based on manifold analysis [14]. λ1 and λ2 are the parameters which control the tradeoffs of these two terms. The function is represented by a set of redundant bases, and can be both in Euclidean space f = wT x and reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) f (x) = wφT φ(x) = Pl+u i=1 αi K(x, xi ) (see section 5 for more details). To use the unlabeled information in the regularization term ||f ||2M , graph Laplacian can be used to approximate the Laplace-Beltrami operator on data manifold [14]. We define G = (V, E) as a graph associated to a point cloud. V is the vertex set of graph, which can be defined on the observed set, including both labeled and unlabeled data. E is the edge set which contains the pairs of neighboring vertices (xi , xj ). A typical adjacency matrix M of neighborhood graph is defined as:  2  jk  exp{− kxi −x } 2 2σ



Mij =



 0



if (xi , xj ) ∈ E



(13)



otherwise



then the normalized graph Laplacian [6] is: 1



1



L = I − D− 2 MD− 2



(14)



l+u where the diagonal matrix D satisfies Dii = di , and di = j=1 Mij is the degree of vertex xi . Here the adjacency matrix and the normalized graph Laplacian are both symmetric.



P



Having defined the weighted graph, we formulate the following regularization term in the projected space using both labeled and unlabeled data: tr(WT XLXT W) = = =



P



k



wTk XLXT wk



P Pl+u k



Pl+u i,j



i,j



Mij ( √1di wTk xi − √1 wTk xj )2



.



(15)



dj



Mij k √1di z i − √1 z j k22 dj



Minimizing this term means that we desire z i and z j to be close if they are close in the input space, since we multiply a large weight Mij if xi and 6



xj are close. This term is the prior knowledge of the smoothness of labeled and unlabeled data. We use it to regularize the algorithm to preserve the local information of the manifold structure. Then the framework of semi-supervised version of LDA and MMC can be developed as follows. Based on the analysis of the relationship between RLS and RLDA/MMC, we can also introduce semi-supervised LDA and MMC.



4.2 Semi-Supervised LDA Based on the relationship between (7), (8) and (12), by adding the new regularization term (15) to LDA, we have the objective function of semisupervised LDA (SSLDA): W∗ = arg max d×m W∈R



|WT Sb W| . |WT (Sw + λ1 XLXT + λ2 I)W|



(16)



Maximizing the objective function in (16) is to maximize the between-class scatter in the feature space, and simultaneously to minimize the within-class scatter and to preserve the local structure of a manifold. The parameters λi control the balance of these terms. Then the optimal solution is given by : (Sw + λ1 XLXT + λ2 I)w∗j = ηj Sb w∗j



j = 1, ..., m



(17)



where w∗j (j = 1, ..., m) are the eigenvectors corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues of (Sw + λ1 XLXT + λ2 I)−1 Sb .



4.3 Semi-Supervised MMC For the semi-supervised version of MMC (SSMMC), we directly add the regularization term (15) to (5): 







W∗ = arg max tr WT (Sb − λ1 Sw − λ2 XLXT )W . d×m W∈R WT W=I



(18)



By introducing the Lagrangian, we have: L(wj , ηj ) = wTj (Sb − λ1 Sw − λ2 XLXT )wj + ηj (kwj k22 − 1) 7



(19)



with the multiplier ηj . This Lagrangian is maximized with respect to ηj and wj . By taking the derivatives, we find that the solution is: (Sb − λ1 Sw − λ2 XLXT )w∗j = ηj∗ w∗j



j = 1, ..., c



(20)



where ηj∗ ’s are the eigenvalues of Sb − λ1 Sw − λ2 XLXT and w∗j ’s are the corresponding eigenvectors. A summary of SSLDA and SSMMC algorithms is shown in Table 1. [Table 1 about here.]
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Kernelization



In this section we present the non-linear version of our algorithms using the kernel trick. There have been many supervised discriminant analysis methods with kernels [5,15,16]. We present a simple method under a graph view. Let φ : x → F be a function mapping the points in the input space to a high-dimensional Hilbert space. We try to replace the explicit mapping with the inner product K(xi , xj ) = (φ(xi ) · φ(xj )). According to Representer Theorem [7], the optimal solution w∗j can be given by: wφ∗ j =



l+u X



α∗ji φ(xi ) j = 1, ..., m



(21)



i=1



where αji is the weight that defines how wφ∗ is represented in the space j spanned by a set of over-complete bases {φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), ..., φ(xl+u )}. This is the main difference between supervised kernel methods and the semi-supervised methods. In semi-supervised method, we represent each projection vector by a combination of both labeled and unlabeled data. Thus unlabeled data are also contribute to the final projection directions. For convenience, we rewrite the data matrix in the Hilbert space as XφL = [φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), ..., φ(xl )], XφU = [φ(xl+1 ), φ(xl+2 ), ..., φ(xl+u )], and Xφ = (XφL , XφU ). Since the within-class scatter matrix and the between-class scatter matrix can be denoted as a kind of representation of graph Laplacian [1], we rewrite Sφw and Sφb in the feature space as Sφw = XφL Lw XφT L Sφb = XφL Lb XφT L



(22)



where Lw = Dw −Mw and Lb = Db −Mb are the Laplacian matrices on graph. 8



Moreover, the corresponding adjacency matrices of the defined graph are:   



(Mw )ij =     



1 lk



φ(xi ) and φ(xj ) belong to class k



0 otherwise 1 l



(Mb )ij =  1



−



1 lk



.



(23)



φ(xi ) and φ(xj ) belong to class k otherwise



l



In the Hilbert space, Wφ can be expressed as Wφ = Xφ α. The kernel matrices are defined as K = XφT Xφ and KL = XφT XφL . Thus we have φ



= αT KTL Lw KL α



φ



= αT KTL Lb KL α



WφT Sφw W WφT Sφb W



φ



WφT Xφ LXφT W = αT KT LKα WφT Wφ



=



(24)



.



αT Kα



We can then give the objective function of kernelized SSLDA (SSKLDA) as: max



|αT KTL Lb KL α| . |αT (KTL Lw KL + λ1 KT LK + λ2 K)α|



(25)



The solution is obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem: (26) (KTL Lw KL + λ1 KT LK + λ2 K)α∗j = ηj KTL Lb KL α∗j where α∗ = (α∗1 , α∗2 , ..., α∗m ). α∗j should be resized as √



1 ∗ α∗T j Kαj



α∗j to satisfy



the constraint of α∗T Kα∗ = I. For kernelized SSMMC (SSKMMC), the objective function is given by: 







max tr αT (KTL Lb KL − λ1 KTL Lw KL − λ2 KT LK)α , T α Kα=I



(27)



and the solution is: (KTL Lb KL − λ1 KTL Lw KL − λ2 KT LK)α∗j = ηj Kα∗j .



(28)



A summary of SSKLDA and SSKMMC algorithms is shown in Table 2. [Table 2 about here.]
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Related Works and Discussions



The goals of different semi-supervised dimensionality reduction algorithms are clearly different. Du et al.[17] regarded the faces are on the manifold and made use of unsupervised dimensionality reduction algorithm to find lowdimensional embedding and made use of supervised algorithm to do classification. Liu et al.[18] presented a transductive LDA algorithm. It was designed to estimate the minimum labeled sample size of training data. Roth and Steinhage [19] proposed a non-linear discriminant analysis which can utilize unlabeled data. Their work was in essence using a semi-supervised Gaussian mixture clustering model and solved by EM-algorithm. Zhang et al.[20] also gave a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction algorithm using the “mustlink” and “cannot-link” constraints. The method can be seen as a combination of PCA and MMC algorithms. Moreover, Yang et al.[21] extended the unsupervised non-linear methods ISOMAP/LLE/LTSA to be the corresponding semi-supervised versions. Their methods was to seek for charting a more accurate manifold. Our semi-supervised methods are partially supervised by the class label information. They can be seen as adding a semi-supervised regularization term to the original supervised classification problem. Other regularization terms for dimensionality reduction have been analyzed in [13]. Recently, Cai et al. [22] present a regularized discriminant analysis method for semi-supervised classification, which is closest to our work. Their work is equivalent to the SSLDA and SSKLDA methods. We independently introduced this work and generalize it to the SSMMC and also a unified framework. The framework can be seen as a parallel semi-supervised dimensionality reduction framework as the semi-supervised classification framework which has been proposed in [14]. Revisiting the objective functions in (16) and (18), we can rewrite them as: max wTj (Sb − λ1 Sw − λ2 XLXT − λ3 I)wj , j = 1, ..., m.



(29)



By letting λ2 = λ3 = 0 and λ1 be the corresponding solution of the Lagrangian weights, the optimal projection direction is equivalent to classical LDA. Moreover, if λ3 is empirically selected, it is RLDA. If we fix λ1 and let λ3 be the corresponding solution of the Lagrangian weights, it is MMC. These are all supervised methods. If we let λ1 = −1 and λ2 = λ3 = 0, it is the unsupervised method PCA, since the mixture scatter matrix is Sm = Sb + Sw . If we let λ2 ≫ max(λ1 , 1) and λ3 be the corresponding Lagrangian weights of wTj XXT wj = 1 adding to the objective function wTj XLXT wj , this is similar to LPP (the corresponding kernel version can be regarded as the Laplace eigenmaps algorithm [23]). The summary of this analysis is shown in Table 3. [Table 3 about here.]
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Experiments



7.1 Toy Data We test our algorithms with two toy data sets. Fig 1 (a) shows the twoline data and Fig 1 (b) and (c) show the two-moon data. We add a random offset of each point. Only four points are labeled. We see that the projection direction of LDA is modified by the unlabeled data and is more reasonable. SSMMC gets better results than SSLDA, and SSKMMC is also a little better than SSKLDA. If we let the regularization term of MMC be larger, it will find a projection direction similar to LPP. The effect of labeled points can be further reduced. [Fig. 1 about here.]



7.2 Face Representation and Recognition In this experiment, we use the following face data sets, and the typical faces of the three data sets are shown in Fig. 2. AT&T Face Data [24]: There are 40 distinct individuals and each individual has 10 subjects. Each face image is resized to 56 × 46 pixels with 256 gray levels. The images were taken at different times, varying the lighting, facial expressions and facial details. Yale Face Data [25]: This data set contains 165 images of 15 individuals. Each face image is resized to 69 × 58 pixels with 256 gray levels. The images were taken at more configurations, ie. lighting (center-light, left-light, rightlight), facial expression (happy, normal, sad, sleepy, surprised, wink) and with or not glasses. UMIST Face Data [26]: This set contains 564 images of 20 individuals. Each face image is resized to 112 × 92 pixels with 256 gray levels. The images are covering a range of poses from profile to frontal views. [Fig. 2 about here.]



7.2.1 Sub-Manifolds of Multi-Individuals We choose four individuals (123 images) of the UMIST data to illustrate the sub-manifolds of the multi-class problems. We see in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), for 11



unsupervised method PCA and LPP, the low-dimensional embedding result can show the manifold structure, where the spacial ordering for the poses (from side view to frontal view) can be retrieved. However, it can not preserve the discriminant information. The four individual sub-manifold are confused in a global coordinate. Conversely, our method SSMMC trained with 5 labeled images per person can both preserve the local property of data and separate the sub-manifold of each individual. Fig. 3 (c) and (d) show that labeled images can indeed provide us information to discriminate different sub-manifolds. [Fig. 3 about here.] 7.2.2 Face Representation To show the eigenface representation results, the images of Yale data set are resized by 36 × 31 pixels due to computational consideration. We use 8 faces of each individual to train PCA, and LPP, use 3 faces to train LDA and MMC, and use 8 faces with 3 labeled to train SSLDA and SSMMC. We show the first 10 eigenfaces [4], Lapacianfaces [1], and fisherfaces [2] based on the projection vectors of PCA, LPP and LDA in Fig. 4. For MMC, SSLDA and SSMMC, we also plot the first 10 eigenvectors in Fig. 4. Thus, face images can be mapped into the semi-supervised discriminating subspace spanned by the “semi-supervised-eigenfaces”. [Fig. 4 about here.] 7.2.3 Face Recognition We test our algorithms and the state-of-the-art methods on the mentioned three data sets. We randomly split the whole data as seen and unseen. Then seen data are randomly splitted into labeled and unlabeled data. For PCA and LPP, we use the seen data to find the projection vectors. For LDA and MMC, we use the labeled data in the first l − c dimensional PCA subspace as input features. For SSLDA and SSMMC, we use the seen data in the l−c dimensional PCA subspace as input features. For the kernel methods, we directly use the original face feature vector. All the algorithms use the labeled data in the corresponding output feature space to train a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier and test on the unseen set. We make use of 8 images of each individual as seen data for AT&T and Yale set, and use 12 images for UMIST set. The parameters λi and RBF kernel width are gained by 5-fold cross validation. In the following, each test accuracy is an average of 50 random trials. We first fix the labeled number in the seen data as 3 for AT&T and Yale data set and 4 for UMIST data set, and then test the reduced features with different numbers of dimensionality. Fig. 5 shows that for MMC and SSMMC, 12



the optimal dimensionality is not c − 1 as LDA and SSLDA. The reason is we use a trace of Sb instead of the matrix determinant. Thus, the effect of zero eigenvalues can be eliminated. [Fig. 5 about here.] Then, we fix the number of reduced dimensionality as the optimal value and vary the labeled numbers. The results are shown in Table 4 and 5. Kernel based methods may not be better than the linear methods, since they are sensitive with kernel parameters. 5-fold cross validation may not find the optimal kernel width for the test data. Semi-supervised methods are better than the corresponding supervised version, and they can give the best results. For linear methods, SSMMC achieves the best results for AT&T and UMIST data and SSLDA is best for Yale set. For kernel methods SSKLDA is best for all the three data set. [Table 4 about here.] [Table 5 about here.]



7.3 UCI Data Sets In this experiments, we choose 7 of the UCI data set to test our algorithms. The data sets are named as Balance-Scale, Dermatology, Glass, Image, Iris, Letter, Thyroid-Disease and Wine [27]. The details of the data description are shown in Table 6. We compare the kernel methods as well as one of the most successful semi-supervised inductive algorithms: LapRLS [14] (LapRLS is also based on kernel representation). [Table 6 about here.] To test the algorithms, we also split the data to be seen and unseen, and randomly select the data in the seen set to be labeled and unlabeled. For unsupervised methods, we use the seen set to train the leaner. For supervised methods, we only use the labeled points in the seen data to train the leaner. For semi-supervised methods, we use all the seen data, including both labeled and unlabeled. All the dimensionality reduction algorithms are evaluated on the unseen set using a nearest neighbor (NN) classifier in the reduced feature space. Since the selected UCI data are imbalanced, we choose 70% of the whole data as the seen set, and 30% and 70% of seen set as the labeled sets respectively. The parameters λi and RBF kernel width are also gained by 5-fold cross validation. In Fig. 7 and 8 we can see that semi-supervised methods also show benefit from the additional information with unlabeled data. However, we can not conclude which semi-supervised method will certainly beat the 13



others. In this experiment, we see that SSKMMC performs little better in more of the selected data sets. [Table 7 about here.] [Table 8 about here.]
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Conclusion



In this paper, we present a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction framework. It is shown that several classical supervised and unsupervised dimensionality reduction algorithms can also be unified in this framework. By efficiently using the partially labeled data, our semi-supervised algorithms result in very promising classification accuracy rates. Moreover, the embedding results also show good discriminative information and manifold structure. It would be also of great importance to develop a semi-supervised real world system to deal with more challenging problems.
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List of Figures 1



Toy problems. We use the gray level of image pixels to represent the reduced features for kernel methods.
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2



Face Data Examples.
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3



Sub-manifolds example: UMIST data, 4 classes, 5 labeled faces in each class. The results of PCA in (a) and LPP in (b) shows that the faces are confused, especially for the two individuals (with/without glasses) in the middle region. The solid lines in (c) and (d) indicate different classes. Our algorithm SSMMC can show both discriminative information and sub-manifold structures.
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4



First 10 Eigenfaces of different algorithms (Yale set).
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5



Different number of dimensions. AT&T data set (3 labeled, 8 seen each individual). Yale data set (3 labeled, 8 seen each individual). UMIST data set (4 labeled, 12 seen each individual).
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(a) Two lines



(b) Two moons, SSKLDA



(c) Two moons, SSKMMC Fig. 1. Toy problems. We use the gray level of image pixels to represent the reduced features for kernel methods.
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(a) AT&T face examples



(b) Yale face examples



(c) UMIST face examples Fig. 2. Face Data Examples.
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(a) PCA: two-dimensional embedding



(b) LPP: two-dimensional embedding



(c) SSMMC: first two dimensions embed-(d) SSMMC: 2nd and 3rd dimensions emding bedding Fig. 3. Sub-manifolds example: UMIST data, 4 classes, 5 labeled faces in each class. The results of PCA in (a) and LPP in (b) shows that the faces are confused, especially for the two individuals (with/without glasses) in the middle region. The solid lines in (c) and (d) indicate different classes. Our algorithm SSMMC can show both discriminative information and sub-manifold structures.
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Fig. 4. First 10 Eigenfaces of different algorithms (Yale set).
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Fig. 5. Different number of dimensions. AT&T data set (3 labeled, 8 seen each individual). Yale data set (3 labeled, 8 seen each individual). UMIST data set (4 labeled, 12 seen each individual).
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List of Tables 1



Algorithms of SSLDA and SSMMC.
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Algorithms of SSKLDA and SSKMMC.
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3



Comparison of dimensionality reduction methods. “lags” represents the parameters which are the corresponding Lagrangian weights, “slct” represents the empirically selected parameters.
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4



Comparison of linear methods for face data (mean ± std).
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5



Comparison of kernel methods for face data (mean ± std).
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6



UCI data descriptions and experimental settings. “Balance” is defined as the ratio of the number of data in smallest class to the number of data in the largest class.
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29



Comparison of kernel methods for 30% labeled UCI data (mean ± std).
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Comparison of kernel methods for 70% labeled UCI data (mean ± std).
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23



0. Preprocessing: Centralize data by eliminating the null space of the covariance matrix of data, and obtain input data set X = (XL , XU ) = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) ∈ Rd×n , where XL = (x1 , x2 , ..., xl ) and XU = (xl+1 , xl+2 , ..., xl+u ). 1. Input: X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) ∈ Rd×n . 2. Calculate Sw and Sb according to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Calculate XLX according to Eq. (15). 3. For SSLDA, calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors according to Eq. (17). For SSMMC, calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors according to Eq. (20). 4. Output: Select the m largest eigenvectors to form W. Table 1 Algorithms of SSLDA and SSMMC.
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1. Input: X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) ∈ Rd×n . 2. Calculate KL , K, KTL Lw KL , KTL Lb KL and KT LK according to Eq. (24). 3. For SSKLDA, calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors according to Eq. (26). For SSKMMC, calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors according to Eq. (28). 4. Output: Select the m largest eigenvectors α which is used to form Wφ = Xφ α. Table 2 Algorithms of SSKLDA and SSKMMC.
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Table 3 Comparison of dimensionality reduction methods. “lags” represents the parameters which are the corresponding Lagrangian weights, “slct” represents the empirically selected parameters.
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AT&T



3 labeled



5 labeled



7 labeled



PCA



88.85(3.54)



94.43(2.48)



97.01(1.68)



LPP



91.50(3.14)



95.99(2.18)



97.31(1.73)



LDA



86.71(3.46)



87.98(3.50)



92.10(2.57)



MMC



91.15(3.44)



95.94(2.09)



97.83(1.69)



SSLDA



89.95(3.32)



92.05(2.78)



94.10(2.53)



SSMMC



91.73(3.28)



96.29(2.03)



98.05(1.58)



Yale



3 labeled



5 labeled



7 labeled



PCA



78.18(5.76)



81.81(5.14)



83.23(4.91)



LPP



81.91(5.27)



82.32(4.50)



81.56(4.86)



LDA



91.42(4.51)



94.23(3.60)



95.91(2.83)



MMC



84.29(5.53)



90.54(4.65)



93.14(3.58)



SSLDA



93.14(3.75)



96.40(2.88)



98.54(1.69)



SSMMC



88.83(4.72)



93.58(3.67)



95.74(3.04)



UMIST



4 labeled



6 labeled



8 labeled



PCA



79.23(3.24)



88.01(2.99)



92.66(1.89)



LPP



79.13(3.46)



87.86(3.13)



92.61(1.96)



LDA



80.71(4.23)



86.31(3.00)



89.66(2.60)



MMC



86.56(3.50)



94.14(2.32)



96.80(1.46)



SSLDA



83.92(3.83)



89.51(2.68)



92.85(2.02)



SSMMC



88.42(3.49)



94.69(2.11)



97.11(1.33)



Table 4 Comparison of linear methods for face data (mean ± std).
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AT&T



3 labeled



5 labeled



7 labeled



KPCA



88.42(3.92)



93.86(2.64)



96.13(2.14)



KLDA



92.06(3.49)



96.89(1.77)



98.28(1.28)



KMMC



90.94(3.44)



95.93(2.12)



98.00(1.58)



SSKLDA



93.33(3.09)



97.25(1.70)



98.29(1.25)



SSKMMC



91.34(3.23)



96.22(2.02)



98.14(1.63)



Yale



3 labeled



5 labeled



7 labeled



KPCA



75.94(6.37)



79.03(5.24)



78.86(5.76)



KLDA



87.44(5.32)



94.50(3.34)



96.61(2.81)



KMMC



84.11(5.72)



90.33(4.68)



92.67(3.70)



SSKLDA



92.33(3.55)



96.25(2.41)



97.11(2.58)



SSKMMC



86.61(5.32)



92.33(4.05)



94.47(3.32)



UMIST



4 labeled



6 labeled



8 labeled



KPCA



79.57(2.94)



88.10(2.90)



92.75(1.98)



KLDA



90.50(3.25)



95.70(2.03)



97.82(1.15)



KMMC



85.99(3.20)



93.72(2.48)



96.73(1.51)



SSKLDA



91.76(2.94)



96.50(1.77)



98.17(1.17)



SSKMMC 87.78(3.15) 94.59(2.25) 97.16(1.33) Table 5 Comparison of kernel methods for face data (mean ± std).
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Data Set



#Class



#Num.



#Dim.



Balance



Balance-Scale



3



625



4



0.1701



Dermatology



6



366



34



0.1786



Glass



6



214



10



0.1184



Image



7



2310



18



0.1800



Iris



3



150



4



1



Thyroid-Disease



3



1000



20



0.3562



Wine



3



178



13



0.1455



Table 6 UCI data descriptions and experimental settings. “Balance” is defined as the ratio of the number of data in smallest class to the number of data in the largest class.
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DataSets/Method



KPCA



KLDA



KMMC



SSKLDA



SSKMMC



LapRLS



Balance-Scale



66.01(11.99)



87.69(2.67)



86.12(3.59)



86.84(3.13)



87.55(4.05)



87.36(2.55)



Dermatology



93.55(2.47)



95.68(1.72)



96.31(1.71)



96.22(1.54)



96.36(1.44)



95.82(1.85)



Glass



79.62(6.75)



83.38(6.31)



84.85(4.24)



84.38(6.85)



85.31(5.24)



83.92(4.67)



Image



93.33(3.68)



93.89(4.99)



94.89(4.95)



95.22(4.34)



95.55(4.39)



95.33(2.87)



Iris



91.68(1.09)



94.95(0.70)



93.87(0.96)



95.36(0.78)



94.25(0.97)



93.70(0.84)



Thyroid-Disease



63.22(2.82)



67.83(3.09)



69.27(1.80)



67.28(3.07)



64.40(3.25)



71.40(3.53)



Wine



90.65(3.87)



96.02(2.27)



95.65(2.57)



96.20(2.20)



96.01(2.27)



95.19(2.50)



Table 7 Comparison of kernel methods for 30% labeled UCI data (mean ± std).
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DataSets/Method



KPCA



KLDA



KMMC



SSKLDA



SSKMMC



LapRLS



Balance-Scale



63.30(14.13)



91.30(2.00)



88.14(2.80)



91.49(2.21)



91.54(2.63)



89.79(2.18)



Dermatology



95.14(1.92)



97.23(1.08)



96.50(1.54)



97.23(1.12)



97.27(1.22)



97.05(1.44)



Glass



85.23(6.34)



88.54(5.72)



89.38(4.89)



89.46(4.90)



89.61(5.33)



89.31(4.83)



Image



94.33(3.91)



95.67(4.41)



94.67(4.17)



96.11(4.13)



95.56(3.82)



96.33(2.82)



Iris



94.44(1.17)



96.06(0.74)



95.58(0.68)



96.52(0.76)



96.05(0.78)



95.32(0.87)



Thyroid-Disease



65.60(1.97)



71.33(1.98)



74.47(1.83)



71.80(1.81)



66.12(1.83)



75.97(1.58)



Wine



93.61(2.72)



98.14(1.99)



96.57(2.57)



98.06(1.94)



96.85(2.33)



97.13(2.58)



Table 8 Comparison of kernel methods for 70% labeled UCI data (mean ± std).
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